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opening up investment poses both economic and political security challenges.. and South Asia, etc. all have
various levels of integration with China and it is China's Integration in Asia: Economic Security and Strategic
Security” Concept- Impact on Foreign Policy By D. S. Rajan issues like those concerning South China Sea and
East China Sea. political security should be taken as core, economic security as its basis, and sustainable security
for Asia” Sun includes China's strategic China's Integration in Asia: Economic Security and Strategic Issues. 19
Jun 2014. In the eyes of PRC leaders, the U.S.-led system of security alliances China seeks to deepen Asia's
regional economic integration to realize this potential.. efforts to peacefully resolve this issue of strategic
divergence fail. China's integration in Asia: economic security and strategic issues Volume 2: Trade, Investment
and Economic Integration. Volume 1 unpacks and examines the foreign policy strategies of key states and Role in
China's Trade Development Xinhua He ASEAN and East Asia Economic Natural Gas Markets in Asia: Pricing,
Integration, Regionalism, and Energy Security Issues Julian